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Abstract

This conceptual paper examines the diffusion of innovation theory and the technology acceptance model, and explores the factors influencing the decision to engage in technology adoption in firms. This is done by using the theory of organisational decision-making to identify concepts and constructs which relate to the decision to adopt. The paper aims to identify the genesis of adoption decisions in particular where owners are themselves the managers and provide leadership for the organization. There are different rates at which countries adapt and utilize technologies and there are lessons to be learned from a developing country and cultural perspective. In taking an A priori look at this disparity it may be felt that this is caused by differences in resources (human, financial, technical and technological), target markets, and the level of technology acceptance. The roles of leadership, ownership and culture are therefore explored to a greater extent than previous research.
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1 Introduction

The adoption of technologies in organisations speaks to the broader issue of how the decision process unfolds in organisations. Organisational decision-making theory provides an overarching framework for the analysis in this paper. Organisational behaviour researchers focusing on behavioural decision research advance arguments rooted in the bounded rationality concept of Simon (1957). The discourse is based on individual decision-making and its relationship to organisational decision-making.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Innovation Diffusion and Leadership

Rogers’s work supports the leadership literature by highlighting that opinion leadership may be influential. He identifies that opinion leaders may assist with the innovation diffusion process. This generalization is useful as optional innovation-decisions rarely result in comprehensive adoption for the social system. Collective innovation-decisions
gain more traction but are leadership driven though there is consensus by the team. This consensus usually stems from a charismatic leader (Hitt et al., 2001) or an opinion leader (Rogers, 2003). The Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein & Ajzens, 1975), which states that an individual’s behaviour is a result of their attitude towards a specific activity, sums up the debate appropriately as an understanding of innovation adoption must have its genesis in an understanding of individual decision-making and adoption.

2.2 Travel Intermediaries

A discussion of leadership is important in providing strategic change for information-intensive industries, which are significantly impacted by the internet. The Internet means lower distribution costs and higher revenues (Laws, 2001) and also gives rise to new tools to transact business and provides consumers better means to comparison shop (Christodoulidou et al., 2010). Hatton (2004) argues that given the millions paid for commission, pressures from consumers for lower prices and increasing demands for ROI from investors, many seek to remove these payments. Reduced transaction cost and commission therefore present a strong case for the complete elimination of intermediaries (Buhalis & Licata, 2002). This argument identifies the interplay between the firm and the markets, where firms make strategic decisions that enhance profit and consumer behaviour leans towards greater value for money. Internet adoption may however be the only way in which agencies can compete across platforms.

3 The Way Forward: A Conceptual Framework

Classical theorist (Rogers, 1962) and subsequent research on drivers of technology adoption have focused on singular relationships between variables. This paper identifies the multiplicity of factors driving technology adoption and establishes how these factors interact. More fundamentally the paper argues that within the framework of organisational decision-making it is the key decision-maker, such as the owner/manager who drives the process. Other factors such as culture, resources and strategy play a complementary role in the process as seen in Fig. 1.

The work of Westwood and Low (2003) is crucial to this work as it identifies a relationship between national culture and innovation and may be seen in the above framework in the component “experiences”. It is surprising that the extant literature on culture and innovations tends to focus on internal organisational culture (Sarros et al., 2008; McLean, 2005) as opposed to national cultures. Perhaps this relationship is indirectly addressed by literature on the global digital divide (Gyamfi, 2005; Willis & Tranter, 2006; Stump et al, 2008). Given that this work attempts to highlight the importance of leadership as drivers of technology adoption, an assessment of the influence of national culture on leadership is essential. Elenkov and Manev (2005) make the claim that cultural context influences leadership and moderates its relationship with organisational innovation. This view coincides with literature on leadership (Hitt et al., 2001; Ghobadian & O’Regan, 2006; Falk, 2008) which makes a solid case that
innovation is influenced by cultural norms. The role of leadership in technology adoption however may be seen through its influence over resource use and firm strategy. Resource-based discussions are grounded in debates about a firm’s distinctive competencies and diversification strategy (Mahoney and Pandian (1982). They argue that distinctive competence is a function of the resources a firm possesses. The RBV however is not intended to provide managerial prescriptions (Barney, 2001). While this is so, it points to implications of why some firms have a strategic competitive advantage over others and can therefore be of great value to managers (Krajenbrink et al, 2010).

Strategic management theory addresses factors that drive competitiveness. In his seminal work Porter (1985; 2001) points to five competitive forces, which have been extensively used by researchers (Kim et al., 2004; Stonehouse & Snowden, 2007; Poon, 1993). The research indicates that firm strategy must be influenced by competitors as well as markets. While these are useful arguments they are both output driven, with little emphasis on inputs such as ownership and resources and has superficially assessed the impact of strategy on technology adoption.

In the final analysis, what may be seen from the organisational decision-making framework in Fig. 1 is that owners/leaders are shaped by their experiences which are
driven by cultural context. The reality however is that these individuals may or may not engage in innovative behaviour despite previous exposure, which is evidenced by different innovative behaviours even where individuals share cultural backgrounds. This may be related to leadership types such as transactional or transformational; or it may be a function of owners’ risk aversion. It therefore comes down to a disaggregation of decision-making to understand individual decision-making. If there is a greater understanding of key decision-makers then their influence over processes of strategy formulation and resource use will clearly point to why firms adopt technologies.
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